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Muslims and westerners are different, let's face it. Different food, different clothes, different
religion, often different language. And then there are all the unpleasant things too, let's be honest
here. So what is Islam all about? How can we get to see what they are aiming at? This little
booklet tries to explain. Many books have been written by Muslims to try to convert people. This
is not one of them. I am a Catholic myself and I am trying to understand the religion rather than
to convert you. So what do I know. Well, I have family living in Arabia who I stay with from time to
time and I also have Muslims in my family, I am very glad to say. They are fun and easy to get
along with. I like being with them. This is an attempt at trying to show what the attraction of Islam
is for them. See what you think.



Learning to like Islam: The Way of the Warrior.With Fraternal love to all my brother monotheists,
Christians, Jews and Muslims. For KeiBlack Sabbath on the state of Christianity today: Who do
you trust when corruption and lust, creed of all the unjust,Leaves you empty and unwhole?When
will this nightmare be over? Tell me!When can I empty my head?Will someone tell me the
answer?Is God really dead?Is God really dead? Nowhere to runNowhere to hideWondering if we
will meet againOn the other sideDo you believe a wordWhat the good book said?Or is it just a
holy fairytaleAnd God is dead?God is dead, God is deadGod is dead, God is dead[1]Table of
ContentsBlack Sabbath on the state of Christianity today:How can we even begin to approach
Islam?And the good news is that it is very attractive indeed.The Myth.The Hero.Now this:From
the Icelandic Sagas: Heroic Vikings!Or this from the 20th century:Here is another vivid tale of
mercy, valour in battle and chivalry of the highest order:This is quite heroic too:This is the shop
window of Islam.The Battle of Uhud.This is the defeat of Uhud. We enter the battle when the
Muslims are in mortal danger.Saladin: a follower of the path of Islam.The Prophet of AllahAnd, of
course, it is right there in the Jewish tradition:Here is the call of another Prophet, Jeremiah.For
Judaeo-Christians, revelation of God was an accepted practice.Mohammed said he was in this
direct line of prophets.Mohammed is like a Jewish Prophet – or like St Paul.Mohammed,
similarly, is in constant touch with Allah/God through the angel.Sometimes the intervention of the
angel Gabriel was less dramatic.Actually, the parallels with Judaeo-Christian thought are
sometimes very obvious.The Night JourneyNow we have heard what the other Prophets looked
like, So what did Mohammed himself look like?Mohammed the Hero of the Story.Lee ChildIbn
Ishaq's lighter moment.Ibn IshaqLet us go a bit deeper now.Mohammed's Divorce.Mohammed
had a very difficult background.After the Hegira (622)The book of the Prophet Hosea starts with
these words:Mohammed's children:The Desert.The Desert Fathers.And what was that desert
life actually like?Desert Life in the 1950s.The desert shaped the Arab character.There are many
stories about Arab warfare too.The Promise of Islam:That is not how Muslims see it.And heaven
is just round the corner!What is heaven (jannah) like?Winston Churchill's take on Islam.Martyrs
go straight to heaven.The Muslim ideal is not quite the sameSummary so far: Mohammed –
Commander of the Muslim Armies.So what was his teaching?The hadiths look different.The
Prophet of Allah broadly accepted the traditions and teachings of the Jews in their books.The
sacrifice of Isaac.The Koran tells it differently.And this goes for the New Testament too.The Holy
Spirit is the difference between Islam and Christianity.This point may seem unimportant.Being
asked to believe three impossible things before breakfast used to be a joke turned against
Christians.Adultery.Why I am no longer afraid of Islam.But there is such a lot to be stripped
away!Islam seems to have escaped so far.So far this is an unheard, niche voice .You might like
this quotation from one of the Islamic scholars, Stephen Shoemaker[46]Let's leave the last word
to – a Muslim woman!How can we even begin to approach Islam? Like it or lump it, Muslims are
here to stay. There are about three million Muslims living in Britain at the moment. We have



several in parliament. We have several in the Police Force. They vote in large numbers. They are
often on our tellies. Yet they are careful to be different. Their clothes often have an alien tinge.
Women like to veil their hair and sometimes their faces. Men sometimes dress in the Pakistani
fashion. Beards are de rigeur. Their food is limited to special “healthy” food (Halal). Their family
system bears little or no relationship to the prevalent liberal western one. Their children are
brought up completely differently to ours, which leads to demonstrations outside schools. We
used – so we thought – to get on well with Muslims. They were “us” not “them”. During the
imperial years - after the Indian Mutiny (First War of Independence depending on your point of
view)[1] the Muslims provided some of our very best troops. People like the Harrow educated Mr
Janner, who more or less founded Pakistan, were as British as they come. Girls were educated
(my own Aunt Margaret started a Girls' School in Lahore) and, even in Persia, the girls dressed
like Westerners with short skirts and make-up. The first warning shots were fired when the
various European empires broke down. North Africa saw the Algerian war of independence. The
Nigerian Civil War was fought between Northern Muslims and the Christian South. Muslim
Pakistan and Hindu India simply relapsed into mutual hatred as the trains ran with the blood of
the murdered refugees seeping underneath the doors... Then came 9/11. And it was followed by
terrorist attacks which were meant to inspire fear, but instead were a nuisance, a source of sheer
disgust and sometimes a loathing which was given a name: Islamophobia. Very gradually the
grooming and exploitation of non Muslim girls by gangs has been exposed in Manchester, along
with the silent complicity of the police and social services. This is shameful. And we all know that
this scandal is certainly not confined to Manchester. Even to mention it would cause a Twitter
storm from people silly enough to go on Twitter. We also know that a lot of drugs traffic is
involved. In Bradford, Pete North’s blog tells us that property prices in Muslim areas fall by some
40%. Not all Muslims are like that! That ought not to need saying. But it does. That is where we
are today. So how do we react? Most people just get on with life and hope for the best. They
accept the Muslims serving them in Peterborough shops, but they do not notice the poor old
fellow carrying their shopping bags, lagging behind the two arrogant young men strutting in front
of him in ASDA. In the UAE we never mention the semi slaves who do all the building, the grass
cutting, the road mending. Some people get really angry about Islam. When Disqus had an
Islamic channel, the comments were simply unrepeatable. Ignorant hatred for all – yes all –
Muslims was quite normal. Mohammed was simply “a seventh century warlord”. [2]All Muslim
men were terrorists. If you hate Islam enough perhaps it will go away? Actually, it won't. Finally
there are the shouters – on both sides - who think that by yelling over the top of other people,
they are spreading their beliefs. Nothing, of course, could be farther from the truth. So how ought
we to react?The aim of this booklet is to provide a kindly and thoughtful approach to Islam, a
religion of over a billion followers. W hen I was living in London in the 1990s, I feared that our
capital would turn Muslim. I even wrote several short stories about it. Today this has not (yet?)
happened. But it easily could, as over half the Londoners of 2020 are not “White British” any
more. The Mayor of London, Sadiq Khan, is himself a Muslim. The area of London where I used



to live – Brent – now has a strong Muslim presence. I was, for once, right! My part of London is
now virtually a Muslim land.How do we react?A friend of mine insists that if they build a mosque
in his town, he will leave the country. Many people are simply in denial. “It could never happen
here.” Or “If they leave us alone, we'll leave them alone.”Two separate communities living side by
side...

Summary so far: Mohammed – Commander of the Muslim Armies.So what was his teaching?
The hadiths look different.The Prophet of Allah broadly accepted the traditions and teachings of
the Jews in their books.The sacrifice of Isaac.The Koran tells it differently.And this goes for the
New Testament too.The Holy Spirit is the difference between Islam and Christianity.This point
may seem unimportant.Being asked to believe three impossible things before breakfast used to
be a joke turned against Christians.Adultery.Why I am no longer afraid of Islam.But there is such
a lot to be stripped away!Islam seems to have escaped so far.So far this is an unheard, niche
voice .You might like this quotation from one of the Islamic scholars, Stephen
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prevalent liberal western one. Their children are brought up completely differently to ours, which
leads to demonstrations outside schools. We used – so we thought – to get on well with Muslims.
They were “us” not “them”. During the imperial years - after the Indian Mutiny (First War of
Independence depending on your point of view)[1] the Muslims provided some of our very best
troops. People like the Harrow educated Mr Janner, who more or less founded Pakistan, were as
British as they come. Girls were educated (my own Aunt Margaret started a Girls' School in
Lahore) and, even in Persia, the girls dressed like Westerners with short skirts and make-up. The
first warning shots were fired when the various European empires broke down. North Africa saw
the Algerian war of independence. The Nigerian Civil War was fought between Northern
Muslims and the Christian South. Muslim Pakistan and Hindu India simply relapsed into mutual
hatred as the trains ran with the blood of the murdered refugees seeping underneath the
doors... Then came 9/11. And it was followed by terrorist attacks which were meant to inspire
fear, but instead were a nuisance, a source of sheer disgust and sometimes a loathing which
was given a name: Islamophobia. Very gradually the grooming and exploitation of non Muslim
girls by gangs has been exposed in Manchester, along with the silent complicity of the police
and social services. This is shameful. And we all know that this scandal is certainly not confined
to Manchester. Even to mention it would cause a Twitter storm from people silly enough to go on
Twitter. We also know that a lot of drugs traffic is involved. In Bradford, Pete North’s blog tells us



that property prices in Muslim areas fall by some 40%. Not all Muslims are like that! That ought
not to need saying. But it does. That is where we are today. So how do we react? Most people
just get on with life and hope for the best. They accept the Muslims serving them in
Peterborough shops, but they do not notice the poor old fellow carrying their shopping bags,
lagging behind the two arrogant young men strutting in front of him in ASDA. In the UAE we
never mention the semi slaves who do all the building, the grass cutting, the road
mending. Some people get really angry about Islam. When Disqus had an Islamic channel, the
comments were simply unrepeatable. Ignorant hatred for all – yes all – Muslims was quite
normal. Mohammed was simply “a seventh century warlord”. [2]All Muslim men were terrorists. If
you hate Islam enough perhaps it will go away? Actually, it won't. Finally there are the shouters –
on both sides - who think that by yelling over the top of other people, they are spreading their
beliefs. Nothing, of course, could be farther from the truth. So how ought we to react?The aim of
this booklet is to provide a kindly and thoughtful approach to Islam, a religion of over a billion
followers. W hen I was living in London in the 1990s, I feared that our capital would turn Muslim.
I even wrote several short stories about it. Today this has not (yet?) happened. But it easily
could, as over half the Londoners of 2020 are not “White British” any more. The Mayor of
London, Sadiq Khan, is himself a Muslim. The area of London where I used to live – Brent – now
has a strong Muslim presence. I was, for once, right! My part of London is now virtually a Muslim
land.How do we react?A friend of mine insists that if they build a mosque in his town, he will
leave the country. Many people are simply in denial. “It could never happen here.” Or “If they
leave us alone, we'll leave them alone.”Two separate communities living side by side...In
Peterborough at Gladstone Street, I am reliably informed, there are regular gang fights between
the Muslims with their two distinctive Mosques and the Lithuanians who live next door. Separate
Communities slowly learn first to distrust, and later to loathe each other as one becomes richer,
one becomes poorer and victimhood and envy develop. Separate Communities are very
dangerous and the Northern Irish, the Rohingya Muslims of Myanmar or the Uighurs in Western
China prove that they usually do not work.That is why I decided to take the plunge and
investigate what Islam actually is. And the good news is that it is very attractive indeed.So forget
all the Mullahs waving their fingers. Block your ears to the “far right”. How do we approach this
religious idea? What is the way in?Rather than write a set of sermons, I thought perhaps an
anthology might provide the way in. A lot of people can help here. And not all of them are actually
Muslim.In the following documents, each extract will be introduced and the reason why it is
included carefully and clearly explained. I have found these readings very useful and now I can
honestly say that I no longer fear Islam. W ho am I and what is the line which I want to plug? All
religions – and none, of course – demand intense zeal. Me? I was brought up as an Anglican
where both my father and grandfather were Anglican Vicars in East Anglia. My great grandfather,
too was a Vicar at the turn of the twentieth century. I also had an uncle in the Church. I went to
school at Christ's Hospital for ten years where we still had daily Chapel and evening prayer
(Duty) in the Day rooms of our houses. At Cambridge, I worshipped at various churches. Then I



turned against religion of all kinds and went to Australia with my pretty new wife.It was in West
Australia that I attended a small local church in Rockingham where the Vicar was dying of liver
cancer. But he still turned up to services. I was impressed. Gradually over the next ten years, I
felt more and more drawn towards offering myself to the Church as a Minister of Religion. I
wanted to restore Christianity to its rightful place – the national religion where everyone came to
Church regularly and – apart from a few Nonconformists – things went back to how they always
was.[3] To be honest, I must have been a bit like the preacher above!That didn't work either! The
Bishops did not want that. The local people did not want it either. The Church was, in fact dying
out along with the British Empire. It soon became apparent too that the intellectuals were against
the idea too. They hardly seemed to believe in Christianity at all. W edded to the British Empire,
to our magnificent victory against Germany (twice), the dear old historic Church of England
didn't stand a chance in the still just swinging 80s!The Bishop of Durham explained the
Resurrection, on which the whole faith depends, as a “conjuring trick with bones.” Did Jesus
even exist at all? The earliest Gospel was probably written as late as 60 a.d. And there are no
relics of any Gospel in the first century after Christ. To the intellectual giants of the period, the
whole thing was, frankly, an invention imposed on superstitious people by naïve fisher folk who
had been fooled by a few magic tricks.Or so it seemed.Then came the problems of living in a
Church where there was no definite teaching. Mums still came to have their babies baptised.
Some Vicars “christened” anyone willy-nilly. Others flatly refused. Who was right? Remarriage
after divorce? Although divorce is flatly forbidden in the New Testament, several Vicars round
me were, however, remarried after a divorce. How do you square that?The final straw for
someone (like me) who really wanted to keep things the same, was the introduction of a woman
Bishop, herself divorced, by Bishop Spong in USA. This goes directly against the teachings of
the Apostle Paul. I left my nice new Vicarage in a lovely Norfolk village and went off into what
turned out to be ten years on and off the dole. I was joined by my loyal family through all the
turmoil and for that, I cannot thank them enough. We got through it somehow - right up to
retirement.My Dad, still a Vicar, did not speak to me for two years after I became a Catholic.And
I have been a Catholic ever since. It has stopped me evangelising with my mouth, you will be
very pleased to hear. But it has also allowed me to enjoy my faith. I feel relaxed at last. So I am
not here to convert you, although I feel sad that not everyone can feel as full of Christian joy as I
do – along with the billions of other Catholics in the world. If you are a Christian by conviction – of
any kind – I hope you will appreciate this anthology and see the similarities and origins.If you are
just interested in Islam for its own sake, perhaps to understand modern Britain, then I hope, too,
that the words of experts of all stripes will help. Despite what a lot of people assume, Islam
presents a sensible approach to our lives here on earth; one which often provides great
blessings to people who submit.As someone who himself is safely tucked into being a member
of a world-wide religion, I want everyone to enjoy the glories of Islam and not to be afraid of it.But
how? The Myth.The definition of a gentleman is someone who knows how to play the bagpipes
– and doesn't.Me? I can play the bagpipes (= show off) – because I did ancient Greek as a boy



and studied Theology at Lincoln Theological College. So here goes:Myth in plain English is
seriously offensive. It implies untruth. If something or someone is just myth, that is the same as
saying the story is just fiction.But in theology, “myth” is taken from the Greek (μύθος) and it does
not mean that. It means the accepted story which everyone believes to be true. For instance, the
myth of King Arthur and the round table (which actually hangs in Winchester today). For instance
the myth of Robin Hood and Sherwood Forest. He robbed the rich and gave to the poor – a
noble ideal. The Gospel stories are often (in theology) called myths.And, I am afraid, we have to
use that deceptive word because there isn't another. Legend? Tale? Story? All of them imply
untruth.Let us leave the historical truth to later. It is not the helpful way to approach Islam – and it
is not the correct way to approach any idea.Let us take the belief system of Socialism/
Communism as a good example of a modern Weltanschauung – World view. (See? I told you I
could play the bagpipes!) T he story of Karl Marx in real life is of a scholarly man who lived
quietly with his wife in London as a philosopher in the British Library; a man who, on his way to
work every day, habitually tipped the beggar boy sitting in the gutter. The man who was
described by a librarian of the time as “a nice quiet gentleman”. This is the man who caused,
indirectly, millions of deaths in the Ukraine through deliberate starvation. And Karl Marx is the
man who turned Socialism from a niche philosophy into a world-wide revolution! “A nice quiet
gentleman indeed! I don't think so!So when dealing with a world-wide belief system, it is usually
much better to start with the myth: sticking to the actual details of the founder's life can be very
misleading indeed.We will come back to the History of the Prophet of Allah later. The Hero. No
more words. Swerving off the trailthey both lay face down with the corpses nowas Dolon sped by
at a dead run, the fool.Soon as he got a furlong's length ahead,the plowing-range of a good
team of mules -faster than draft oxen dragging a bolted plowthrough deep fallow ground – the
two raced afterand Dolon, hearing their tread, froze stock still,his heart leaping – here were
friends, yes,fellow Trojans coming to turn him back,yes hector had just called off the mission!But
soon as they were a spear cast off or lesshe saw them – enemiesquick as a flash he
sprangfleeing for dear life -they sprang in pursuitas a pair of rip-tooth houndsbred for the hunt
and flushing fawn or harethrough a woody glen keep closing for the kill,nonstop and the prey
goes screaming on ahead -so Odysseus raider of cities and Diomedescut him off from his own
lines, coursing him,closing nonstop with the Trojan about to break inon the line of sentries,
racing for the ships - 
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